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Abstract -  The threats to people’s health from chronic 
diseases are always exist and increasing day by day. So it is 
most significant to diagnose the disease at an early stage. This 
paper focusses to develop a model for diagnosis of chronic 
disease by the help of data mining and classification technique. 
In this paper C4.5 decision tree has been used, which is a 
statistical classifier. We are taking the help of case based 
reasoning, embedded disease rules and rule base. 
Consequently all these data are processed through weka which 
is java based open source software. Finally we got two 
categories, First category possessing chronic diseases and 
second category not affected with chronic diseases. Apart from 
chronic diseases, we can apply our proposed model to non 
chronic diseases too. We can also use this proposed model for 
benefit of animals and birds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 The threats to people’s health from chronic diseases are 
increasing now a days day by day and always exist. So it is 
foremost important to diagnose the disease at an early stage. 
Diagnosis of chronic diseases is very vital as these diseases 
persist for long time. The leading chronic diseases include 
diabetes, heart disease, asthma, cancer, copd, arthritis. Early 
detection and diagnosis of chronic disease helps in taking 
preventive actions and leads to effective treatment at an 
initial stage. As effective and proper treatment at an initial 
stage has always been found to be helpful for patients. 
Prediction of diseases become quick and easier if data is 
precise and consistent. We have applied C4.5 decision tree 
which is statistical classifier for the diagnosis of chronic 
diseases. We have used classification technique which is the 
most important tool of data mining. Classification is basically 
a categorization which is a kinds of databases mined, kinds 
of knowledge mined. We have proposed model and have 
used embedded disease rules, rule base and case based 
reasoning and whole dataset are processed through weka. 
weka is a java based open source software which is 
inquisitive in nature. For improved decision making we use 
weka, as thinking machines weka does best. Weka is a 
collection of machine learning algorithms and can do data 
analysis as well. We have taken various attributes such as 
cholesterol, sugar level, bp, pulse which triggers a lot to 
chronic diseases. After processing dataset through weka we 
get classified data information and we get finally two basic 
categories, first category those are affected with chronic 
disease in extreme as well as in moderate manner. Second 
category we get are those not at all affected with chronic 

diseases. Our proposed model is also used for non chronic 
diseases and it can also be used for benefit of animals and 
birds. 

1.1 Chronic Diseases and Types of Chronic Diseases 

A disease which continue to exist for a long time that is three 
months or more than that. Generally it cannot be prevented 
by vaccination or can be cured by medication. It is generally 
triggered due to usage of tobacco, physical inactivity. There 
are various types of chronic diseases e.g. heart disease, 
asthma, cancer, COPD, arthritis and diabetes. So proper 
diagnosis is needed to deal with chronic diseases. 

1.2 Classification and It’s Various Types 

Classification is basically a data mining function which 
allocates items in a collective form to aim categories. 
Classification is based upon the kinds of the databases 
mined, kinds of knowledge mined, kinds of techniques 
utilized and according to applications adapted. Proceeding 
with classification we are able to recognize which data 
belongs to which category.   ID3, C4.5, Naive Bayes 
Algorithm, SVM, ANN are various classification techniques. 
In this paper C4.5 decision tree has been used which is a 
statistical classifier. 

2. PROPOSED MODEL 

Firstly we will collect chronic diseases related dataset which 
is preprocessed. On the other hand we go through embedded 
disease rules. Basically e.g. if sugar level increases and 
exceeds normal level then we say that person is diabetic. So 
increased level of sugar is termed as embedded disease rule 
for diabetes. Similarly increased cholesterol level yields to 
heart diseases and triggers heart strokes and this is 
embedded disease rule for heart disease and so on. 

All these embedded disease rules are collected under rule 
base, which is storage (collection) of disease rules. As soon 
as we get any new case then going through embedded 
disease rules and rule base we predict the probability of 
person possessing some specific chronic diseases. 
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Fig -1: Proposed Model of Detection of Chronic Diseases 

This probability goes through case based reasoning. CBR is 
the process of solving new problems based on the solutions 
of similar past problems. Then using C4.5 decision tree 
classification is done, which is statistical classifier. After that 
dataset are processed through weka which is java based 
open source software which is a collection of machine 
learning algorithm and can do data analysis as well and is 
inquisitive in nature. Consequently we get classified data 
information. We have taken into account cholesterol, bp, 
sugar level, pulse rate and so on as attributes for diagnosis of 
chronic diseases through weka. Finally we get two 
categories. First category belongs to person those are 
extremely, moderately possessing chronic diseases and 
second category belongs to people those are not at all 
affected with chronic diseases. 

3. TOOL STUDY 

3.1 Weka 

Weka is basically a java based free and open source software. 
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms and as 
we know machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence 
and AI is form of computer science with software capable of 
self modification, programs capable of changing themselves, 
programs capable of improving themselves. Weka can do 
data analysis as well as human learning and it follows 
classical statistical techniques .For improved decision 
making we are considering Weka and it does best as thinking 
machines. Weka’s full form is Waikato Environment for 
Knowledge Analysis. Weka is developed at the University of 
Waikato, New Zealand. In fact Weka is a flightless bird found 
in New Zealand with an inquisitive nature which is very 
curious in nature based upon that this tool has been given 
name as Weka. 

 

Fig -2: Weka Working Environment 

The above figure shows the working environment of Weka.                    
As we can see Weka contains tools for data pre-processing, 
classification, clustering, association rules and visualization. 
Weka consists of three windows. Left most window consists 
all attributes. Second window on right upper side represents 
label and third window on rightmost lower side represents 
visualization. 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 JUST BEFORE UPLOADING DATASETS 

 

Fig -3: Screenshot Just Before Uploading Datasets 

The above pic is depicting the scenario of just before 
uploading datasets. 
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JUST AFTER UPLOADING DATASETS 

 

Fig -4: Screenshot Just After Uploading Datasets 

The above pic is depicting the scenario of just after 
uploading datasets. 

Thus we get the following results: 

In order to diagnosis of chronic disease we have gone 
through various tools study. Weka is most suitable because it 
covers all field of data mining. Weka focuses upon 
preprocessing which is the first step of classification which 
removes redundancy. We have taken some attributes like 
Hemoglobin, red blood cells, white blood cells, cough, 
cholesterol, pulse rate, blood pressure, sugar level, status 
into account for the diagnosis of chronic diseases. We have 
those datset where we can find individual diagram of each 
and every attribute. As we can see here are three windows. 
First window shows attributes, second window represents 
statistical value and third window meant for visualization. 

 

Fig -5: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of RBC 
through Weka 

In the previous pic we have taken into account attribute RBC 
(red blood cell) which is a significant factor of chronic 
diseases. RBC is taken into account for Cancer. 

As we can see in the figure there are different colours aqua 
followed by red and blue. Aqua colour represents people 
having maximum level of red blood cells. Red colour 
represents people possessing moderate level of RBC. 
Whereas blue colour represents people having minimum 
level of RBC. 

 

Fig -6: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of WBC 
through Weka 

In the above pic we have taken into account yet another 
crucial factor i.e. WBC (white blood cells) for diagnosis of 
chronic diseases. As we know immune system is closely 
related with white blood cells. WBCs, also called leukocytes, 
are an important part of the immune system. 

As we can see the figure Aqua colour represents the people 
possessing maximum level of wbc.Red colour represents 
people having moderate level of wbc.Blue colour represents 
people having minimum level of WBC. 

 

Fig -7: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of Cough 
through Weka 
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In the previous pic we have considered another attribute 
which is cough for the diagnosis of chronic diseases. Cough is 
the major factor of ashthma. It makes breathing difficult. 

As we can in the figure, the aqua colour represents people 
having maximum level of cough where as Red colour 
represents people possessing moderate level of cough. Blue 
colour represents people having people having minimum 
level of cough. 

 

Fig -8: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of 
Cholesterol through Weka 

In the above pic we have taken into account most significant 
attribute i.e. cholesterol if its value exceeds then it triggers 
heart stroke and heart diseases. 

As we can see in the figure, the aqua colour represents 
people having maximum level of cholesterol whereas red 
colour represents people possessing moderate level of 
cholesterol .Blue colour represents people having minimum 
level of cholesterol. 

 

Fig -9: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of Pulse 
Rate Through Weka 

In the previous pic we have taken into account pulse rate 
which is also most vital attribute for diagnosis of chronic 
diseases. If pulse rate is abnormal or very fast then it may 
lead to sudden cardiac arrest or heart attack. So pulse rate 
should be taken into account for diagnosis of chronic 
diseases. 

As we can see in the figure there are different three 
distinguish colours aqua, red and blue. Aqua colour 
represents people having maximum level of pulse rate. Red 
colour represents people having moderate level of pulse 
rate. Where as Blue colour represents minimum level of 
pulse rate. 

 

Fig -10: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of BP 
through Weka 

Blood pressure triggers a lot to chronic diseases. In the 
above pic we have taken BP into account. Fluctuation of 
blood pressure may cause severe health problems. Long-
term hypertension triggers heart stroke.  

In the figure captured by weka it is clearly visible, Aqua 
colour represents people possessing maximum level of BP. 
Red colour represents people having moderate level of BP. 
Where as blue colour represents people having minimum 
level of BP. 

 

Fig -11: Visualizing Max, Moderate & Min Ranges of Sugar 
Level Through Weka 
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As we know if amount of sugar level exceeds to normal level, 
then we say that particular person is diabetic. So in order to 
diagnose diabetes, in the previous pic sugar level has been 
taken into account.  

As we can see in the figure aqua colour represents people 
possessing maximum level of sugar level. Red colour 
represents people having moderate level of sugar level. 
Where as blue colour reperesents people having minimum 
level of sugar. 

 

Fig -12: Visualizing Overall Status of All Attributes 
through Weka 

Visualizing overall status of all attributes through Weka is 
foremost importance. Through this we can infer exactly how 
many peoples are affected with chronic diseases or not, 
taking all attributes into account. As we can see in the above 
pic there are three windows. First window represents all 
attributes, second window represents label and third 
window represents visualization. 

As we can see clearly Aqua colour represents the exact 
number of peoples those are extremely affected with chronic 
diseases. Blue colour represents the exact number of peoples 
those are mildly affected with chronic diseases. Red colour 
represents the exact number of peoples those are not at all 
affected with chronic diseases. 

As we have taken into account nine attributes(hemoglobin, 
rbc, wbc,  cough, cholesterol, pulse rate, bp, sugar and status) 
these are directly proportional to chronic diseases. In the 
next pic, as we can see the single window has been splitted 
into nine sub windows. Each sub windows represents 
individual attributes of chronic diseases. 

In the upcoming pic we can see, in a single window we can  
visualize all attributes combiningly at a time simultaneously. 
This is the most advantage of weka. That’s the reason we 
prefer Weka. 

 

Fig -13: Overall Visualization of All Attributes 
Contributing to Chronic Diseases 

Through Weka we can visualize two attributes and plot a 
graph between them. In the below pic we have taken 
cholesterol on x axis and sugar on y axis. 

 

Fig -14: Visualization of Cholesterol Vs Sugar through 
Weka 

As we can see we get three colours based crosses. Blue cross 
represents peoples those are mildly affected with chronic 
diseases while taking into account attributes cholesterol and 
sugar. Red crosses represents people those are not affected 
with chronic diseases .Green crosses represents people those 
are extremely affected with chronic diseases. 

In the pic below we have plotted graph in between 
hemoglobin and cough. Hemoglobin is on x axis where as 
cough is on y axis. 

As we can see, Blue cross represents peoples those are 
mildly affected with chronic diseases while taking into 
account attributes hemoglobin and cough. Red crosses 
represents people those are not affected with chronic 
diseases .Green crosses represents people those are 
extremely affected with chronic diseases. 
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Fig -15: Visualization of Hemoglobin Vs Cough through 
Weka 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Firstly we have determined aim/objective/problem 
definition. Defining problem is foremost important.  Then 
based on objective we have done respective tool study. We 
have studied various tools but Weka is most compatible 
because it is collection of machine learning algorithms. After 
that we have proposed a model for chronic diseases 
diagnosis. We have run the data set on Weka and able to 
classify the parameters of chronic diseases. Going through 
our proposed model we can diagnose chronic disease at very 
early stage and can avoid early deaths. 

We can apply this proposed model to other diseases like non 
chronic diseases also. We can also use this proposed model 
for benefit of animals and birds. Apart from human being our 
proposed model is also useful for saving lives of birds and 
animals. The key idea is to just focuss upon their respective 
relevant attributes and we have to go through all those 
relevant attributes and we have to process all data sets 
through Weka. For non chronic diseases too we have to go 
through their respective attributes and processing through 
Weka we can save many lives so that earlier death can be 
avoided. 
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